
The only law that really matters:  
An interview with Kerry-Ann Charles-Norris 
about sustainability and Indigenous wisdom

BY CAROLYN CAMILLERI

For Kerry-Ann Charles-Norris, our hope 

for a sustainable future lies in building 

trusted, respectful relationships with 

Indigenous communities and integrating 

traditional knowledge into everything we do. 

She has built her career and her life around 

getting that message out.

Kerry-Ann is a member of the Chippewa of Georgina 
First Nation and the Environment Partnership 
Coordinator at Cambium Indigenous Professional 
Services (CIPS). She brings broad experience to that 
role, including bylaw development, waste management, 
housing, and a term as a Councillor in her Community. 
She has developed funding proposals that helped to 
build her First Nations Environment Department and has 
assisted other First Nations Communities in securing 
funding to undertake projects such as climate change 
adaptation and implementation plan development.  

The relationships she fosters are just as broad, 
influencing all areas of life. Current projects include 
working with the Public Health Agency of Canada on 
the connection between climate change and health, 

conservation authorities on flood-plain mapping, Global 
Affairs Canada on a translation project to amplify the role 
of women in ensuring peace around the world, Greenbelt 
Foundation and Southern Ontario Nature Coalition on 
the importance of near-urban nature protection, and 
York Region District School Board on embedding land-
based learning from an Indigenous perspective into 
school curriculums. 

The theme tying them all together is Indigenous 
knowledge, and the way to bring that knowledge to the 
forefront is by building relationships. 

“Those partnerships and relationships are key to 
ensuring we have a sustainable, healthy environment 
for our next seven generations,” she says, referencing 
a fundamental component of Indigenous wisdom, 
that every decision should be sustainable for seven 
generations. “I work with communities in being able to 
identify their climate change vulnerabilities. We do that 
by identifying their traditional ecological knowledge 
and bringing to the forefront the changes that they’ve 
seen over time and the stories they’ve heard about the 
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changes over time to be able to use that as a foundation for climate 
change adaptation.”

Understanding requires a shift in how we may think about the 
environment and the place of humans in it. 

“You need to understand the environment from the perspective 
of being part of the environment rather than being dominant to 
the environment to be able to prepare for things that are coming,” 
she says.

Of course, what is coming is more intense climate change. 

“When we’re talking about climate change, especially in the urban 
settings, where with the rise in temperature, they’re going to start 
to feel those effects more because of the heat islands that will be 
created. Green spaces are needed to be able to, one, help cool things 
down and, two, to give people a place to go to for some reprieve,” 
she says. “Those green spaces within the urban settings will not be 
sustainable or healthy if we don’t focus on the health of the water 
systems, those streams and ravines and rivers that run through 
everywhere and that sustain everything.” 

Because water is life — literally. 

“People don’t always put the two and two together that water is 
life, it sustains everything, that water does not need us. It gives and 
takes life away. If we don’t protect and preserve our water and have 
that be at the forefront of everything we do, we might not see those 
effects right now, but those effects of our degrading water systems 
and water bodies will eventually come back to haunt us.” 

Kerry-Ann says there is a disconnect in understanding where 
water comes from and the connection to the natural environment 
and the climate crisis. 

“In our prophecies as Anishinaabe people, as Indigenous people, 
we are now in what we call the Seventh Fire, which depicts whether 
or not we’re going to survive. Our prophecy states that at this point 
in time, we need to do some real reflection and either turn back to 
the Indigenous Peoples and their connection to the land and have 
them lead us through all of these crises that we’re in right now — the 
climate crisis, the biodiversity crisis, the species decline crisis, the 
biodiversity collapse — or we continue down the same road we’re 
on, which is the road of technology and materialism and pursuing 
economic gain rather than protecting and preserving that which 
really sustains us.” 

 

WHERE WE ARE NOW

While some steps are being taken to integrate Indigenous 
perspectives in a number of fields, including planning, health, and 
education, much more needs to be done. 

“There’s a lot of learning on the non-Indigenous side — the settler 
side — that has to happen in terms of the histories of the Indigenous 
Peoples and communities that were here first,” says Kerry-Ann. 

For example, consider informed consent. 
While informed consent from Indigenous communities has 

become a requirement in planning and development, along with a 
push to build relationships with Indigenous Peoples, what is often 
lacking is a clear understanding of the reasons behind it all. 

“People are being pushed to act but nobody really understands 
why they’re acting,” she says, “It’s that ‘truth’ in truth and 
reconciliation. People are being asked to reconcile but few 
understand what that truth piece is, and you need to know that first 
before you can act. You need to know that history to understand 
where you’ve come to in the present, so that you can make plans to 
have a better future. Until you know that history, how do you know 
you’re not making the same mistakes?” 

Kerry-Ann says the discovery in May 2021 of children’s remains 
at a former residential school in Kamloops started a movement of 
people wanting to know and understand the history — the truth 
part of truth and reconciliation. While “215,” stands out for people, 
more remains have been discovered and a more accurate number 
is expected to be closer to 8,000. Of the 139 residential schools in 
Canada, only about 20 have been searched so far. After the initial 
discovery and the public reaction, we hear less about it now. 

“That history needs to be ingrained in everything that we do. We 
need to make sure people are aware of not just what we’re doing and 
how it benefits us as a whole but also why we’re doing it,” she says. 

Here is something else that needs to change. Oftentimes, 
Indigenous knowledge — for example, about the existence of graves 
or knowledge of the natural world — isn’t fully believed until western 
science backs it up. 

“That’s something that actually happens with us a lot and it really 
needs to be turned on its head,” she says. “We get asked for our 
opinions, and we get asked for our recommendations and our advice 
and our knowledge, but then it has to be verified.”

Kerry-Ann explains that Indigenous perspectives and western 
science are different in significant ways. 

“Western science is very focused, very scoped, very emotionally 
unattached. It’s short periods of time where decisions and 
observations are being made,” she says. “Indigenous knowledge is 
quite the opposite of that, a complete 180. It’s observations over 
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“…water is life, it sustains everything, that 
water does not need us. It gives and takes 
life away.”
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time. It’s understanding those connections and being able to adapt to 
situations based on the natural environment. Something that’s really 
ingrained into our culture and our teachings is that the environment, 
the animals, the birds, the plants, the swimmers, the insects, all of 
those folks are teachers. They are connected with each other in a 
way we will never really understand fully, but the Indigenous Peoples 
have a connection to them as well. That’s part of our responsibility 
and part of our gift from the Creator. We were given that gift of 
being able to recognize and understand how the natural environment 
works, so we could live sustainably. Our responsibility is to share that 
knowledge with the other human beings.”

With climate change intensifying and because Indigenous 
knowledge keepers are aging and passing away, we are at a  
crisis point. 

“That knowledge needs to be acted on and incorporated 
meaningfully into policies and procedures and in a very timely 
manner,” she says, adding: “People often don’t understand the tie 
between Indigenous Peoples and the environment, especially when 
it comes to climate change and the responsibilities that we have as a 
people. And it’s not just Indigenous People but as a people collectively 
around the world and our responsibilities to that which sustains us — 
Mother Earth.” 

THE FUTURE 

While the global situation is alarming, Kerry-Ann sees hope in the 
progress being made.

“Being able to work in the environment field and with the 
people in this field, I do see a positive movement in being able to 
create those partnerships and what we call respectful reciprocal 
relationships,” she says. 

That includes planners. 

“Planners are a big piece of this whole puzzle. They’re the ones 
planning and designing and developing urban centres and new 
communities. If they have a good understanding and a respectful 
reciprocal relationship with the Indigenous communities, I believe 
there’s lots of hope for our future and our next seven generations,” 
says Kerry-Ann. “Because planners are the ones who then can 
pass those messages and share those teachings and learnings with 
the greater public and the municipalities and governments and all 
of those other folks who may not have the opportunity to build a 

relationship or have an understanding of the importance of those 
relationships.”

The bottom line: “There is one overarching law for survival for 
everybody on Mother Earth and that is the natural law — sometimes 
it’s termed as the Creator’s law — and if that law is followed, we will 
have a sustainable, healthy, bright future forever.” 

Kerry-Ann encourages planners to understand the true history 
of Canada and why it is vital to include Indigenous perspectives. 
She also suggests thinking back to elementary school when we 
learn about the “web of life,” an important lesson in how everything 
in nature is connected. 

“If a piece of that web gets taken away, it affects the rest of the 
web and can cause a collapse,” she says. “It’s unfortunate that as we 
get older, we forget about that.”

In an urban setting, that means protecting green spaces and all the 
creatures that rely on those green spaces. 

“Are we ensuring those habitats are there and are going to be 
sufficient for all creatures to survive? A big part of that is ensuring 
that our waterways are in good health, because everything stems 
from the water. It’s all connected back to water.” 

Planning For Our Shorelands: June 16

On Thursday June 16, 2022, at 1 p.m. (EDT), the Planning For 
Our Shorelands program is presenting Sustainable Waterfront 
Planning Through Reconciliation. This collaborative workshop 
is aimed at familiarizing local decision makers with Indigenous 
relations to water and the importance of vegetated shoreline 
buffers, as well as engaging the audience to reflect on ways 
they can take steps to include Indigenous voices in decision-
making processes around waterfront development and 
planning.

Register here: 

https://www.eventbrite.ca/e/sustainable-waterfront-
planning-through-reconciliation-tickets-311238963117

LEARN MORE

“Planners are a big piece of this 
whole puzzle.”

“…the discovery in May 2021 of children’s 
remains at a former residential school in 
Kamloops started a movement of people 
wanting to know and understand the history.”

Carolyn Camilleri is the editor of OPPI’s Y Magazine.
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